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DARKNESS, a greyish, swirling darkness. Lightning strikes. We 
are looking at a stormy sea at night.

MURPHY (V.O.)
I suppose I should start with the 
shipwreck...

A little fishing trawler, The Fancy Penny, bobs up and down 
on the waves. We see a young MARMADUKE MURPHY (30), at the 
wheel. The radio on the dashboard is crackling with an old 
sea tune. He looks up to a bright light that appears through 
the window. It looks like the moon, but it’s getting closer!

MURPHY
The devil is that?

The moon slams into the side of the boat!

INT. THE FANCY PENNY, HOLD

IRWIN (30) is shovelling ice into a chest full of fish. The 
impact of the moon sends a large hook hanging from the 
ceiling swinging into the back of his head. He falls 
unconscious into the freezer. Murphy runs into the hold.

MURPHY
Irwin, we’re going down you’d 
better- Aw crap.

Murphy grabs Irwin and heaves him onto his shoulder.

EXT. OPEN OCEAN

Irwin and Murphy splash into the ocean, Murphy holding a 
floating life ring. Murphy watches as his old boat sinks. He 
places the ring over Irwin and ducks underwater the watch his 
boat go down.

He sees the moon, now underwater, approach the boat again, 
but he (and we) sees that it is in fact the lantern of a 
GIGANTIC ANGLER FISH. The fish swallows the boat in a single 
bite and swims away.

Murphy looks around at the black ocean around him. Something 
catches his eye. Something moving. It’s a WATER NYMPH, a 
beautiful naked woman beckoning him towards her. She swims 
into the darkness. He surfaces and takes hold of the Irwin 
and the flotation ring and swims in the direction the Nymph 
was indicating.

EXT. DESERTED BEACH - DAY

Murphy opens his eyes. He is lying in the surf on a deserted 
beach. Irwin is standing above him waving two small fish in 
his face.



IRWIN
Time for breakfast, skipper.

LATER

Murphy is lighting a fire by rubbing two sticks together over 
dry kindling. Irwin is filleting the fish on a rock with a 
pocket-knife.

There’s a splashing sound from the sea and they both look up. 
They see the nymph standing waste-deep in the water. They 
both stand up and walk to the water’s edge. She smiles and 
playfully swims away.

IRWIN (CONT’D)
Wait!

They both stand watching for a moment.

IRWIN (CONT’D)
Tell me you saw her too.

Irwin whoops loudly and kicks the water.

EXT. DESERTED BEACH - NIGHT

Murphy is sitting on the sand looking out at the calm ocean. 
He is approached from behind by the Nymph, who walks past 
him. He quickly stands and looks back where she came from. 
Irwin is lying asleep in a hammock.

MURPHY
Wait... Him?

The Nymph stops, turns around and approaches him. She plants 
a long kiss on his lips and walks back to the surf. She 
points to the sky before diving under the water. Murphy runs 
over to the hammock and tips Irwin out. He kicks him in the 
side.

MURPHY (CONT’D)
I saw her first, you pirate!

IRWIN
The hell you did!

Murphy straddles Irwin and starts punching him in the face, 
Irwin struggling to hit him back.

IRWIN (CONT’D)
(Through blood and teeth)

... Look!

They both look into the sky and see the lights of a plane 
flying overhead. Murphy runs to his backpack and takes out a 
flare gun. He fires it into the air. The plane circles back 
and flies towards them.
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